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Oral history interviews
—Who Owns Oral History? A Creative Commons Solution
by Jack Dougherty and Candace Simpson (updated April 23, 2012)

Who “owns” oral history? When an oral history participant shares her story in response to questions posed by
an interviewer, and the recording and transcript are deposited in an archive, who holds the rights to these
historical source materials? Who decides whether or not they may be shared with the public, quoted in a
publication, or uploaded to the web? Who decides whether someone has the right to earn money from including
an interview in a commercially distributed book, video, or website? Furthermore, does Creative Commons, a
licensing tool developed by the open access movement to protect copyright while increasing public distribution,
offer better solutions to these questions than existing oral history protocols?
Historians have begun to ask these and related questions raised by the rapid changes brought on over the past
two decades, as discussed in a broader volume, Writing History in the Digital Age. 1 Our thinking about
copyright and Creative Commons emerged from our work in conducting oral history interviews in the
metropolitan Hartford, Connecticut region for the Cities Suburbs and Schools research project at Trinity
College, and the public history web-book, On the Line: How Schooling Housing, and Civil Rights Shaped
Hartford and its Suburbs. 2 Through interpretive text blended with interactive maps and oral interviews, this
web-book tells the story of how real estate firms maintained the color line, mortgage lenders engaged in redlining, families sought homes on the more desirable side of school attendance lines, and activists fought to
cross, redraw, or erase these lines. Specifically, this essay was initially presented as part of a broader discussion
at the ”Whose Civil Rights Stories on the Web?” roundtable at the 2012 joint meeting of the Organization of
American Historians/National Council on Public History. 3
Jack: In the mid-1990s, I began to conduct oral history interviews for my dissertation research on AfricanAmerican school reform activists in Milwaukee. 4 I recorded interviews, followed accepted procedures for
consent forms and institutional review, and made good on my promise to transcribe and return a free copy of
the tape and transcript to each of the sixty participants who kindly shared their history. But the “best practices”
in the field left me feeling unsatisfied. Originally, I had been drawn toward oral history and public history as
means of community empowerment on civil rights history, but the standard guidelines required me to ask
people who freely offered their stories to sign away some of their rights.
My reference guide for consent forms was the Oral History Association’s pamphlet, John Neuenschwander’s
Oral History and the Law. 5 This booklet focused on several legal issues, the most relevant of which was the
http://ontheline.trincoll.edu/oral-history/creative-commons/
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question of ownership. In my basic understanding of the law, the oral history narrator owned the copyright to
the unpublished interview, and since I desired to freely quote from the transcript for my future book, my
consent form had to include a statement to transfer copyright. As Neuenschwander explained, ”The vast
majority of oral historians and programs at some point secure the transfer of all of the interviewee’s copyright
interests by means of a legal-release agreement” (p. 18), and offered sample language in the appendix. Even
today, the Oral History Association’s 2009 statement on “Principles and Best Practices” fully expects oral
history participants to sign over their rights as part of the standard procedure for conducting interviews: ”The
interviewer should secure a release form, by which the narrator transfers his or her rights to the interview to the
repository or designated body, signed after each recording session or at the end of the last interview with the
narrator.” 6
Here was the ugly irony: as a white scholar of the civil rights movement, my consent form required African
Americans to “sign over” rights to their oral history interview. Under the standard of that time, the best
arrangement I could negotiate was a two-step process, involving two different repositories. First, I asked oral
history participants to transfer their copyrights directly to me, which in turn, I donated with the tapes and
transcripts to two institutions: the Wisconsin Black Historical Society/Museum (a local public history
organization that was best positioned to share these stories with the African-American community) and the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Library archives (a better-funded, predominantly white institution that was
better equipped to share this history more widely on the emerging Internet). I intentionally partnered with both
repositories, and kept my promise to give tapes and transcripts back to all parties, to counter prior generations
of white academics and journalists who had come into Milwaukee’s black community to “scoop” up stories,
while leaving nothing behind. The 1995 version of my oral history consent form (download full PDF) included
this key language, paraphrased from Neuenschwander’s pamphlet:
I agree to be interviewed and tape recorded by Jack Dougherty, as part of his dissertation research on the
recent history of African-American education in Milwaukee. At the end of the research project, the original
tapes and edited transcripts will be donated to the Milwaukee Urban Archives at University of WisconsinMilwaukee and the Wisconsin Black Historical Society/Museum. These materials will be identified by my
name and made available to the public for scholarly and educational purposes, unless exceptions are listed
below. . . .
I also grant to Jack Dougherty any title to copyright, property right, or literary rights in the recording(s) and
their use in publication, as well as to any reproductions, transcripts, indexes, or finding aids produced from
the recording(s).
My participation in this project is entirely voluntary, and I may withdraw at any time prior to its conclusion
and the donation of the materials to the Archives.
Check here to receive a free copy of the tape
Check here to receive a free copy of any transcriptions (whole or partial) for the opportunity to proofread or
http://ontheline.trincoll.edu/oral-history/creative-commons/
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clarify your spoken words
Yet I was never pleased with the copyright transfer language in my consent form, which I viewed as a necessary
evil to preserve oral histories and complete my dissertation and eventual book. Understandably, many Black
Milwaukeeans were skeptical or hesitant when I tried to explain this arrangement. A few refused to be
interviewed on these terms, or would not sign the document. Some activists challenged me to think more deeply
about who benefitted from this contract: if they freely shared their civil rights stories, would I profit as a
professional historian? Eventually, over sixty oral history participants did agree to sign, for which I was grateful.
One motivation seemed to be that individuals saw value in the free copy of the interview and transcript each
received as a contribution to their family history. Another reason was the public good of sharing civil rights
stories with both partner organizations, which required the transfer of all legal rights to be deposited, as we
believed at that time. The process expanded my own thinking about oral history and the public good, and upon
receiving an academic book contract, I returned my share of royalties (and later, prize money and speaking fees)
back to the Wisconsin Black Historical Society/Museum. Given my understanding of oral history and copyright
law at that time, this was the best that I could do. But it still left a bad taste, and a strong desire for a different
type of consent form.
Candace: When I began working with the On The Line public history web-book project in the summer of 2011,
one of my tasks was to conduct oral history interviews with Hartford civil rights activists. At this point, our
research team had stopped using conventional consent forms (which asked participants to “sign over” all rights
to their interviews) and began using a new form that Jack developed with Creative Commons language.
Basically, Creative Commons is a standardized license that maintains the original copyright for the person who
created a work, while allowing it to be shared more widely with the public, with certain restrictions if desired.
Initially released in 2002 with support from the Center for the Public Domain, there are now six types of
Creative Commons licenses:

http://ontheline.trincoll.edu/oral-history/creative-commons/
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Our current oral history consent form (download full PDF) uses the By Attribution — NonCommercial — Share
Alike license, with this key language:
I voluntarily agree to be interviewed for this historical study . . .
I understand that my interview (and other items above) may be distributed to the public for educational
purposes, including formats such as print, public programming, and the Internet.
Also, I agree to freely share my interview (and other items above) under the terms of a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. This means that I retain the copyright, but
that the public may freely copy, modify, and share these items for non-commercial purposes under the same
terms, if they include the original source information.
In return, the interviewer promises to send one free copy of the interview recording, transcript, and related
items to my address above.
We prefer the Creative Commons (CC) consent form because it clearly keeps the copyright in the hands of the
oral history interview participant, but allows us to freely share the recording and transcript on our open-access
public history website and library repository, where individuals and organizations may copy and circulate it,
with credit to the original source. For our oral history consent form, we added a NonCommercial restriction, to
ensure participants that no one can profit by selling their interviews. As the Creative Commons “Frequently
Asked Questions” section clarifies, once a CC license is applied to a work, it cannot be revoked, but all CC
licenses are non-exclusive, meaning that the holder of the copyright (in this case, the interview participant) may
http://ontheline.trincoll.edu/oral-history/creative-commons/
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grant additional licenses to other parties (such as a for-profit book or movie, if desired). Furthermore, CC
licenses do not interfere with “fair use” provisions of existing copyright law, and are increasingly used by leading
knowledge-based institutions such as the the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) OpenCourseWare
project and the Public Library of Science (PLOS). Overall, this combination of intellectual property tools —
traditional copyright with Creative Commons — fits better with our primary goal of historical preservation and
public education than does traditional copyright alone.
In Hartford, a specific oral history interview we conducted with school integration activist Elizabeth Horton
Sheff deserves mention, because she took our Creative Commons consent form one step further by renegotiating
its terms, just before we began our video recording. Sheff agreed with our goal of preserving her oral history for
the public good, but her primary concern was to avoid being quoted out of context, as she had experienced with
journalists in the past. She wanted her oral history interview to be made available in its totality on the web, but
not to allow others to create a modified or excerpted version. Fortunately, Sheff was familiar with Creative
Commons because her son is in the independent music business. She asked for a “no derivatives” restriction,
and on the spot, we modified the consent form license to the ByAttribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives CC
license. As a result, her video recorded interview and transcript both appear in the Trinity College library digital
repository, but to respect her restriction, we blocked the ability of users to download their own copy of the video
(to make it harder to create an edited version). 7 Still, anyone can move the video time slider on their web
browser to watch only a certain portion if desired (such as minutes 28 to 32). Furthermore, anyone may
download the transcript of the interview, and quote from the text under “fair use” guidelines.

Click to view Elizabeth Horton Sheff oral history video interview and transcript in new tab.

We do not contend that Creative Commons has resolved all of our questions about who “owns” oral history, nor
do we claim expertise in intellectual property law. But as oral historians seeking alternatives, we believe that this
combination — traditional copyright with Creative Commons licensing — fulfills our dual needs to maintain the
rights of individual participants while sharing history with the public.

http://ontheline.trincoll.edu/oral-history/creative-commons/
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We invite you to write questions, comments, or offer other examples of oral history projects using Creative
Commons licensing.
Notes:
1. Jack Dougherty and Kristen Nawrotzki, eds. Writing History in the Digital Age. Under contract with the
University of Michigan Press. Trinity College (CT) web-book edition, Spring 2012,
http://WritingHistory.trincoll.edu. ↩
2. Jack Dougherty and colleagues, On The Line: How Schooling, Housing, and Civil Rights Shaped Hartford
and its Suburbs. Web-book preview edition. Hartford, CT: Trinity College, Fall 2011,
http://OnTheLine.trincoll.edu. ↩
3. “Whose Civil Rights Stories on the Web?” roundtable session at Organization of American
Historians/National Council on Public History joint meeting, Milwaukee, WI, April 20, 2012,
http://bit.ly/WhoseCivilRights. ↩
4. Jack Dougherty, More Than One Struggle: The Evolution of Black School Reform in Milwaukee (University
of North Carolina Press, 2004). See author’s website
links, http://caribou.cc.trincoll.edu/depts_educ/struggle/, and “More Than One Struggle Oral History
Project Records,” University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
archives, http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/wiarchives.uw-mil-uwmmss0217. Some interviews have
been digitized and included in the March on Milwaukee Civil Rights History Project
website, http://www4.uwm.edu/libraries/digilib/march/index.cfm. ↩
5. John Neuenschwander, Oral History and the Law, revised edition. (Oral History Association Pamphlet
series no. 1, originally published 1985, revised 1993). A 3rd edition was published in 2009 and continues to
be distributed as an OHA publication. ↩
6. Oral History Association, “Principles and Best Practices”, 2009, http://www.oralhistory.org/do-oralhistory/principles-and-practices/. ↩
7. Elizabeth Horton Sheff, Oral history interview on Sheff v. O’Neill (with video) by Candace Simpson for the
Cities, Suburbs, and Schools Project, July 28, 2011. Available from the Trinity College Digital Repository,
Hartford Connecticut, http://digitalrepository.trincoll.edu/cssp_ohistory/16. ↩

2 Responses to Who Owns Oral History? A Creative Commons Solution
Pat McNees says:
April 23, 2012 at 2:46 pm

I am so happy to see this article. I have always been bothered by oral history projects that required the people being
interviewed to give away the rights to their own words. This allows the oral history collections to do their valuable work (of
curating the interviews of many), gives the interviewees a copy of their interview, and lets them also exploit whatever
opportunities they have to share their story in other venues. Thanks for the excellent explanation.
- Pat McNees (member, Association of Personal Historians)
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Reply

Dan Kerr says:
May 16, 2012 at 5:25 pm

Jack and Candace,
Thanks for doing this great work. We should work on adjusting the best practice statement for OHA so that CC is recognized
as an alternative. I have been using public domain, but I have been gravitating to the CC licenses over the last year. Your form
is very helpful and answers a key question I’ve had about how one would translate CC to an oral history interview setting with
a hard copy form.
I have a couple of questions. Would the share alike provision prohibit people from using extended portions of the interviews
in copyrighted books published by academic presses? Also, as I understand it, using the non-commercial provision would
prevent anyone from sharing the video on a websites that have advertising in the margins, like Facebook or Twitter, even
though the person sharing the content may not be the one benefiting from the advertising.
Reply
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